
 

Hamsterball Gold Mod EXCLUSIVE

I'm pretty confident I've now seen every single arcade game in existence, but after playing Hamsterball I was a little surprised to discover that certain games aren't covered on the roster of standard arcade game modes, as they don't make the cut in other competitive ball games such as Marble Madness, Breakout and Neverball.
This includes the best-selling Space Invaders, the classic Astronomy Pop and the awesome Acquire. If you like games like Marble Madness, your favorite basketball sims (and any game that allows you to hit a ball and watch it go through hoops), Hamsterball might just become your new favorite arcade game to play in your spare
time. While I'm still trying to figure out all the levels in the other game modes, I managed to beat the default "Jam" level. Adding time to the timer after each shot (and choosing the "Bounce back" mode) created a really entertaining experience for me. Play against another player or the computer, and the game becomes a social
event you can always find someone who will be willing to play. Of all the Windows games I play on a daily basis, the one I use the most is Hamsterball Gold mod, simply because of the gameplay mechanics and visual presentation. If you loved Marble Madness and played a lot of local multiplayer games in arcades, Hamsterball

Gold mod is the closest you can get to the arcade gameplay in your home computer.  While at the office last week, the guys and I started playing Hamsterball; it reminded us of the good old days when we were just kids. We were playing on the same DOS machine when it was released in 1996, and the time flew by at the speed
of light!
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